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It is shown that any real-valued sequence of random variables {X,) converging in probabiiity 
to a non-degenerate, not necessarily a.s. finite limit X possesses the following property: for any 
c with P(XE (c -6, c +S))>O for all 6 >O, there exists a sequence {c,) with lim, +g c, = c such 
that for any E ~0, lim,,, P(X E (c - P, c + E) IX” = c,, i = 1. This property is applied to various 
types of branching processes where X,, = 2,/C, or X,, = U(Z,,)/C,. !C,} being a sequence of 
constants or random variables and U a slowly varying function. If (2,) is a superLritica1 branching 
process in varying or random environment, X is shown to have a continuous and strictly increasing 
distribution function on (O,OO). Characterizations ol‘ the tail of the limiting distribution of the 
finite mean and the infinite me’-n supercritical Galtotl-Watson processes are also obtained. 
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d. A convergence property for sequences converging in probhibty 
Let {Xn}, n ~4 be a sequence of real valued random variables and {F,,} the 
sequence of their distribution functions. Wz shall assume that (F,} ronverges vaguely 
to F, i.e. that lim,,, F,Jx) = F(x) for any continuity point _r of F. F k right 
continuous and nondecreasing, but not necessarily a distribution function, since 
the cases F(W) c 1 and/or F(-m) > 0 are not excluded. (X,*} will be said to converge 
in probability to X if for any a and b that are continuity points of F, 
({X E (a, b)} A {X, E (a, b)}) = 0 
where A stands for the symmetric difference of two sets. This definition, which 
allows X to be infinite with positive probabi1it.Y. is e uivalent to the classical 
definition of convergence in probability in the case when F is a distribution function. 
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Denote now by 3 the family of Bore1 sets of the real line, S,* the set of values 
taken on by Xn, n 2 0, and write Q,l (x, B) for a version of the regular conditional 
distribution of X given Xn, i.e. a function with the properties: 
(i) Q,(X,,B)=P(XEBIX,)a.s.foranyB@; 
(ii) for any x in Sn, Qn (x, l ) is a subprobability measure on 3 ; 
(iii) for any B in 9, Q,( ., B) is a B-measurable function. It is well known that 
such functions {Qn} always exist (see [4]). 
Theorem 1. Suppose thart IX,,} converges in probability to a limit X which is finite 
with positive probability. Then 
(i) If c is a number with! the property F(c + 6) - F(c - 6) > 0 for all S z 0, then 
there exists a sequence of numbers (c,) with lim,,-+oo c,,= c such that for any E > 0 
lim Q,(c,,(c-E,c+F))=~. 
n-+oO 
(ii) If c is a jump point for F, then there exists a sequence of numbers (c,) with 
lim n*oo crl = c such that 
lim 0, (c,, {c}) = 1.. n+oo 
ProaL (i) For any positive number e we can find a number S with 6 < E such that 
c - 6 and c + 8 are continuity points of F. The assumed convergence in probability 
lim P(XE(c-S,c+S)\X,&--&c+S)>=l. VI +oo 
By an eleimentary formula we get 
I = (c-&c+6) Qnb, k -4% c +a)) W-z(x) 
.F’(c+S)-Fn(c--S) l 
Applying the mean value theorem to (2) and taking (1) into account yields 
5m Q&,,, (c -8, c +a))= 1 I: *co 
for some (a,} with zy, E (c -6, c + 6). 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Since F was arbitrarily chosen, we can take a sequence of E’S to be {ok} with 
&k >O and limk_+oo &k = 0 and denote by {Sk} and {~y(,k’} thecorresponding values of 
6’s, respectively {cu,,} to which (3) applies. Thus we get 
lim n((Y:k),(C-&,C+Sk))= 1 n*oo 
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fork=1,2,.... Let _?Vk be a positive integer such that 
One may also assume Nk+l > Nk, No = 0. Now define c,* = af“ for AG 6 n c N+L 
Then Q,(c,, (c - E, c + E)) + 1 as n + 00 for all E > 0. For, choose j such that Si < P 
and take IZ a Nh Then 
c2, (cn, (c - E, c + E )) 2 Qn k,, (c - sj, c + 8,)) 2 a (0 !L k - &, c -t Sk )) 
which in turn exceeds 1 -2-k and thus 1-2-j. Since & + 0 as n + m we get 
fim Q,&, (c 77, c +E)) = 1. 
)a+00 
for any E > 0 and the proof of (i) is complete. 
To prove (ii) we first notice that 
P(X -c) 
lim P(X=c)X,,E(c---S,cf6))=-- 
n+oO F(c+&-F(c -8) 
(4) 
for any 6 > 0 such that c + 8 and c - 8 are continuity points of F. Since the right-hand 
side of (4) goes to 1 as 6 + 0, the mean value theorem applied to the analogue of 
(2) for P(X = c 1 X,, E (c - S, c + 6)) as well as some slight manipulations along the 
line of the proof of (i) can be easily seen to conclucie the proof of (ii). 
Theorem 1 has some applications to branching processes. Some kind of laws of 
large numbers obtained by sundry analytical methods in 112, Theorem 21, [2, 
Theorem 31, [3, Theorem 21 and [ 10, Theorem 21 turn out to be particular cases 
of this result, We shall illustrate such applications by proving a result of this type 
for branching processes in varying environment, a case where the methods men- 
tioned above do not seem to apply. This result will prove essential in obtaining the 
continuity of the limiting distribution of branching processes in varying and random 
environment, 
Characterizations of the tail of the limiting distribution of a finite mean super- 
critical branching process and an improved law of large numbers for a regular 
branching process with infinite mean will also be proved to follow from 
Theorem 1. 
recesses in varying environment 
A branching process in varying environmcent is a sequence of nonnegative integer 
valued random variables {Zn) defined inductively as 
,t 5-x n.k if zrl a 1, 
k=l 
z n+l = 
0 if Z,, = 0. 
15) 
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In (5), {Xn,k: k = 1,2,. . .) is, for each n (n =O, 1,. . .), a family of independent and 
identically distributed random variables. The term ‘varying environment’ refers 
to the fact that the distribution function of {XH,k} isallowed to vary with n. If {X,,k} 
are identically distributed for any n and k, the process obtained is the classical 
Galton-Watson process. 
Under rather general conditions, (see [6] and [S]) there exist norming constants 
s[Cn} such that {Z,JCn} converges a.s. to a non-degenerate limiting random variable 
W. To make use of Theorem 1 we need only assume convergence in probability, 
but a’s proved in [S, Theorem 281, convergence in distribution and as. convergence 
are equivalent for such processes. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that (Z,,) is a branching process in varying environment and that 
there exists a sequence of constants (C,,] such rthat (ZJCn) converges almost surely 
to a random variable W with P( W # ([O, m)j > 0. Then W admits the 
representation 
W = $ Win’ a.s. 
j= 
f or n = 1, 2, . . . , where (WI”‘, i = 1, 2, . . . ) is, conditional on Z,,, a sequence of 
independent and identically distributed random variables. 
Proof. The equation (6) is analogous to the representation known for thz super- 
critical Galton-Watson processes (see [ 1, p. 561) and can be obtained by dividing 
the equality 
Z n+k = 3 z;; 
j=l 
(7) 
by Cn+k and taking the limit as k + 00. In (7), Z !./: gives the number of the kth 
generation offspring of the jth individual of the nth generation. 
We shall next prove a law of large numbers for the variables { Wi”‘} in the case 
of a branching process in varying environment wlhich contains as particular cases 
Theorem 2 of [ 121 and1 Theorem 2 of [3]. 
meorem 2. Suppose that (Zn) is a branching process in varying environment and 
(Cre) a sequence of constants with lim.,, C,, = 00 such that (Z,,/C,J converges almost 
surely to a random variable W with (W#(0,00})>0. ThenforanyxN 
lim(W:“’ +* 
n+oC 
l l -I- W&)=x in probability. 
easy to see that under the assumptions made can find either a point 
Theorem l(i) holds or a point L* for which eorem l(ii) holds. In, 
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either case Thearcm 1 in conjunction with Lemma 1 yield 
lim(Wy’+* 
n+aO 
l *+ Wg&,,)=c in probability. (8) 
Here lim,,, cn =: c, and [x] stands for the largest integer smaller or equal to X. 
Since the ranclom variables { Wi’*‘} are independent and identically distributed 
for each n, we can easily see that (8) implies that for any x 70 
lim ( W’;’ + l l . + W[&,,,u] ) I- x in probability. (9) 
n+m 
Indeed, this can be readily obtained by considering the limit of the characteristic 
functions of the r*;rndom variables (WY’ + 0 l * + W[&,,,&. 
It remains to s 1 w that {cn} can be replaced by c in (9). Indeed, 
is a random variable assuming the same distribution as \ IV:“’ + - l l + W$,, (c,,, -. 1 ,I ) 
ifCn7C,0raS-(W:“‘+* l l + W[~f,x(l-C,,,l~) if Cn cc. In either case (9) implies that 
lim[( WF’ +* l l + w~;~c,,,c&]) -- (WY’ + ’ l * + W&] )I = 0 in probability 
n+oO 
and the proof is complete. 
We shali now consider the following condition: 
Condition A. Suppose that (CE ) is a sequence of constants as defined in the statement 
of Theorem 21. Then there exists some sequences (in) and (i;) such that P(Zn = 
in lP(Zn = il):>O, lim inf n-+m i,JC, = 0 and lim supn+a iQCn = 00. 
If Condition A does not hold, then for any sequence ii,} such that P(Z,, = i,) > 0, 
lim inf n-C0 in/(% = y 7 0 or/and lim SUP~+~ in /C, = 8 COO. It is easy to see that this 
implies P( W ;s 6) = 1 or/and P( W G y) = 1. Therefore, Condition A is necessar:/ 
for the property P( W E (a, b)) 7 0 for all a, b with a < b. Theorem 3 will show that 
Condition A is also sufficient for such a property to hold. We remark that it is 
satisfied in the: case of a supercritical Galton-Watson process, as it follows from a 
result of Dubuc [5]. However, for a branching process in varying environment it 
need not hold, as showed by the following example: Consider the case when 
(Z()=l)=l, 
and 
(Xn, 1 =2)=l forn71. 
(Zfi = 2”) = f for n = 1, 2, . . . , and it is easy to see that if we 
take C:, = 2” -‘, then {Zn/Cn) converges 4,s. to a random variable W, with P( W = 1) = 
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P( W = 2) = i. In such a case Condition A fails and the limiting random variable 
turns out to be bounded. 
Theorem 3. Suppase that (Zn) is a branching process in varying environment and 
(C,,) a sequence of constants with lim,,, C,, = 00 such that (ZJC,,) converges Glmost 
surely to a random variable W with P( W # (0, 00)) > 0, and that Condition A holds. 
Then the distribution function of W is continuous and strictly increasing on (0, 00). 
Proof, We show first that P( W E (0, E)) > 0 for any e > 0. By Theorem 2 we know 
that lim ,&W~‘+* l -+ Wf&)= 1 in probability. Since {WI”‘} are nonnegative 
random variables, it follows that for 6 > 0 and n sufficiently large, P( WY’ c 
(0, (1+8)/C,,)) >O. By Condition A there exists a subsequence {nk} such that 
lim r1 *Jo l,lk l /C,,, = 0. Suppose now that i,, >O for all k. Then for any E >O 
*P( Wylk’ + 9 9 9 + Wi$ f (0, E))P(Z,,, = i,,) 
2 Pink( Wyk’ e (0, E/iRk))P(Z,,, = i,,,). (10) 
But for k sufficiently large, (1+6)/C,,, < e/i,,,, which implies that 
P( w:)lk’ E (0, &&) ;a P( WY’) c (0, (l t s)/c,Ik)) > O* 
Thusby(lO),P(WE(O,F))>Oforanye>O. 
Suppose now that the extinction probability is positive, i.e. we can take i, = 0 
for all M. Then for any i > 0 with P(Z,l = i) > 0 
P(WE(O,e))3P(W:“‘+* l l + Wl”) E (C, &))P(Z,, = i) 
2 P( W:,1’ E (0, e))Pi-‘( W’;’ = O)P(Z,. = i). (11) 
Since for II sufficiently large (1 + 6)/C,, < e implies P( WY’ E (0, E)) > 0, (11) yields 
(0, c)) > 0 in the extinction case as well. 
We prove now that P( W E (a, b))> 0 for any a, b with a < 6. Indeed, suppose 
the contrary, i.e. that there exists an interval (a, b) with Pi W E (a, b)) = 0. Then by 
Lemma 1 we get 
P(WE((a, bj)=P(W:“‘+* l l + WE,! E(a, b)). (12) 
By Condition A we can choose a subsequence {ilk ) of {i:J such that limkdm i;lk/cnk =: 
cm, Then (12) implies 
Since 
(W’fk’ +- 9 a+ W\t;‘E(a, b))a i”k ( Wink’ E (a/i:,,, b/i;,)) 
it !ollows from (13) that ( Wyk’ E (a/i:,,, b/i:,,)) =O. Let m be any integer with 
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1 s m s ik, and choose an arbitrary E > 0. Then 
P(W:“*‘+* l l +WyE(a,b)p 
~y”(wI”“’ E (0, e/m))Pi- 7 WY E (a/V;*, - m ), (6 - e I/(& - m ))). 
Since P( W c (0, e)) > 0 implies P( WY’ E i0, E )) > 0 for ah n it follows that 
P( WY,) E (a/($, - m), (b - &)/(ik, - m))) = 0 
and since E was arbitrarily chosen, we get 
P( W:nk) E (a/(i:,, - nr), b/(i:, -m))) = 0. 
Thus P( Wyk’ E (a/m, b/m‘)) = a3, for m = 1,. . . , ii,,. 
It is easy to see that there exists a number II such that for all H ==+ u the intervals 
(a/n, b/n) and (a/(n + l), bl(n + 1)) overlap. Then the above considerations boil , 
down to 
P( WYk’ E (a/i:,, a/u)) = 0. (14) 
But if we choose now c c a/u and apply Theorem 2 we get 
lim(W:“’ +a 
n-+00 
l l + w;$“],=c in probability. 
Because of (14) and c < a/u it follows that for k large enough W’Tk’, . . . , W;:$, f 
are all smaller than a/i;, on the set {( Wpk) + l l . + W;zElkl ) < c + F) for some F > 0. 
But in such a case one must have 
since limk +ca(aC,,k/i~k) =0 we have reached a contradiction which proves that 
P(WE(a,b))>O. 
To complete the proof we need to show that F is continuous. Suppose tkx 
contrary, i.e. that there exists a jump point, c, of F: Then by Theorem 1 and Lc 
1, lim,, +oo P( WY’ +. 9 . + Wi$“l = c) = 1 for some {c,,] with lim,,,, c,, = c. Since for 
any x > 0, F(x +E) -F(x -e) > 0 there must exist a sequence of states (ill) with 
P(Z,, = i,,) > 0 such that i,, E (C,Jx - E,,), C’,! (x + F,,)) for some (F,,) with lim,, + i c, = 0. 
But by a reasoning already employed in the proof of Theorem 2 we can take 
cn = c =x and get that 
Thus for M sufficiently large, (W:,l’ +a l l + wy ‘X) (ZII = i,) > 0, w 
junction with Lemma 1 yields 
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It follows that P( W = x) > 0 for all x E (0,~). But this is impossible since the set 
of jump points of F is at most countable, and the proof is complete. 
RemarDr. If Condition A were relaxed to require only the first half of it, i.e. the 
existlence of a sequence {iv} with P(& = i,) > 0 such that lim inf,,, i,,/c, = 0, thlern 
one could still get that F must be continuous. Indeed, if instead of the original: 
probability distribution we consider a distribution with the property P(& = i) > 0 
for all I’> 0, then, for the process (2;) obtained in this way, the second half of 
Conditilon A would also be satisfied and then Theorem 3 would assert hat F’ (the 
limsiting distribution function corresponding to (2;)) is continuous. Since F’ is a 
mixture of convolutions of F, it follows that F must also be continuous. 
3. Branching processes in random environment 
Denote by & the collection of probability distributions on the nonnegative 
integers (p = {pi};&, OspO+pi < 1) and write e(o) = (50(w), &i(o), . . . ,, &Jo), . . .) 
where{&(w)}fori=O, II,... is a sequence of mappings from the initial probability 
space (0,9, P) into (nV, 9) where 9’ is the Bore1 a-algebra in Ju generated by the 
usual topology. Denote by JF,,,~ the a-algebra generated by &,, . . . , &, 20, . . . , Zn 
and by 9(t) the g-algebra generated by 5. The model of a branching process in 
random environment o be considered here, which was introduced by Athreya and 
Karlin (see [ 1, p. 250])!, postulates the following two relations: 
(i) E(szn+l IS&) = [&Js)]~- a.s. where 4&n is the generating function attached 
to the probability distribution & ; 
(ii) E(& 1, $2 ’ l . sf- IS([), Z. = m) = [E(s& l . . S& IS@), 2” = l)]” a.s. 
whereIsil~l,i=l,...,k. 
It was proved that such a model of branching process can be thought of as a 
‘mixture’ of branching Frocesses in varying envk7ments (see [1, p. 251, Eq. (7)]), 
i.e. 
Such a property immediately implies that if for some random variables {C,([)}, 
lim n+oo Z,&([) = W a.s. exists for almos+ all 6, then lP(w cx IS+?)) can be regar- 
ded as the limiting distribution function of a varying environment process assuming 
the offspring distribution functions $ = (60, 61, . . , &, . . .) for which there exist 
norming constants {C&)} such that lim.,oo PG,/C,(~) 6 x IS(~)) = 
Pf W G x I S(o). If for almost all 5 the norming constants {Cn (t)} satisfy Condition 
A considered in Section 2, then by Theorem 3, ( W s x I g(t)) is continuous and 
strictly increasing on (0, 00) for almost all 5. In such a case, since 
the same property will hold I’or itself. We get, in fact, the following. 
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Theorem 4. Suppose that (Zn) is a branching process in random environment for 
which there exist some norming random variables (C,, (8)) with lim,,, C,, (5) = IX) a.s., 
such that lim,,, ZJC,, (5) = W a.s. exists and is nondegenerate. Assume, in addition, 
that 
P lim SUP fi 
( 
Mi(&)/Cn(5)=m 
n+oO i=O 
)=P(limsup fi mi(6)/Cn(t)=0)=1 
n-CD i=O 
where Mi (Ei) and mi (6) are the largest and respectively the smallest integer with positive 
&-probability. Then Wadmits a continuous and strictly incre using distribution function 
on (0,oO). 
Proof. In view of what we have seen above it is sufficient to show that Condition 
A is satisfied in this case. This follows easily from (S), which implies that the varying 
environment sequence obtained by conditioning on 6 admits ny=, Mi(ti) for the 
largest and ny=, mi(&) for the smallest value with positive probability of Zn. 
We shall apply this result to the cas)e of a stationary and ergodic environmental 
sequence considered by Athreya and Karlin (see [l]) and Tanny [14]. We get the 
following. 
Corollary. Suppose that (Zt,j. is a nondegenerate branching process in random 
environment assuming a stationary and ergodic environmental sequence 5 and that 
E(log cy(to)) c 00 where a! (50) is the expected number of offspring of a particle 
conditioned on the environment &,* Then there exists a sequence of random variables 
{Cn([)) such that lim,,, Z,/C,,(l) = W as. with P( W < 00 1 F(c)) = I a.s. and W 
admits a continuous and strictly increasing distribution function on (0,~). 
Proof. The existence of a nondegenerate random variable W under the above 
conditions was proved by Tanny [14, Theorem 11. It remains to show that the 
remaining conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Since the process {Zi,} was assumed 
nondegenerate we get 
E(log Mo(to)) > E(log ar (&J) > ‘E(log m&)). 
Taking now the logarithm of the quantity 
and dividing the resulting quantity by n we get 
(ti) log Cntc) ---- 
n n 
aSB3 aJ, Ui M JO UO~~??Z~Ja~3Wi'~3 MaU B St? pa)aJdJalU! aq Lit?3 ]l?ql M JO 
uognqiJls!p aql 30 I~el ayi %u!p&a.~ IClJadold ~aq~oue MOU a+rap IIeqs aM 
‘00 = (+z %o12)3 J! 
a=(M)3 Pue ‘~>(+Z~ol2)3 3l I =(Mj3 WI &I) h sMollo3 l! ‘“X+ l +-‘x 
= “S I#M l S?? or, 3 (‘X)3 = U/“S O”+ %u!I ‘aA@auuou pm palnqgs!p AIIeD!luap! 
luapuadapu! am { ux) saIqt+m wopue~ ayi 31 sJaqumu a%mI 30 MI?[ AO.IO%OUI~O)~Y ayl 
hq =U~S l &w/"3 ‘00 = (+z 801 z)3 31 =a.myM Uw = “3 uayi ‘00>(+z~oI z)3 
3! Qj] wn?hlS pm ualsax 30 1Insal e Icq ‘paapu1 l ([I] =%*a aas) spoqlaw I~~~&me 
rCq aro3aq payup SBM iInsa3 B qms l m > (J %012)3 3! Quo pue 31 00 > (M )3 
l~yl QladoJd UMouy-IIam ayl aA!Jap 01 pasn @?a aq ~153 (S1) 1wg aagou sn ia? 
l poqlaur luaJag!p e 8u!sn 
[z uialoaqL ‘~11 us t?lauas hq paAoJd uay:c pue loqlne aql hqj pal3mIfUo3 SEM ($1) 
spIa!lC pug sagdde 2 tuaJoayL snyL l l awua~ 30 asm mlrw+~ed e s! uo!leluasaldaJ 
s!yL l Ase uoIlmn3 uo!lnq!lls!p aws aql %upnsst3 saIqt+m wopum painq!Jls!p 
hIIm$~ap! pug luapuadapu! 30 amanbas B ‘“z uo Iwio~~~puo=, so (’* l ‘2 ‘1 = ! ‘t14;~) 
aJay* UW/i,,;M ‘.=,!I=M hq uaA!% s! a!m B qms uy M ~03 uo~leluasa~daJ aqL ‘“2 
30 rmlmn3 %u!le~aua% aql2?u!aq ?j ‘(b 301~0) 3 s JOJ ( S_aj, I ;;J’%ol- = “3 SE pauyap 
pm! ,siuelsuo:, elauas, SB u~ouy an {Us) s~ue~suo3 aqL ‘(0 = uz)d m+WuI - 1 
=(Oo>M >();d WylpuE l Se M = us/"z ~-311g imp qms { “3) s~u~lsuo;, %~~ui~ou 30
amanbas B slsixa aJay i?zql ([oc -d ‘1-J =%*a aas) u~ouy lIaM SF 1~ uaqg ‘00 > (9)3 
:zlu>~ pm I= 02 ql!M ssaaold UOS~EM-UO~[E~ 1mgmadns e ac, (“2) la? I 
sassasord uosp?~-uo~p~ p!)paradns maw agp!,g l p 
“S’E 0 c ((O2) XJ %oI)3 - ((08$V zoI)3 = 
‘me I4 
uJ!I 
aw Aq WFP 
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Pp~oof* We shall apply a result due to Feller [7] on the asymptotic behaviour of 
normed partial sums of independent and identically distributed random variables 
assuming infinite mean. The result in question asserts that if (a,} is a sequence ’ 
constants such that 0 C a,/n ‘-‘?a~ for some r C 2 and if {a,/n} is either nonincreasing 
or nondecreasing, then lim SUP~+~ I&i/a, > 0 if and only if CT=, P(]X, I> a,> = 00. 
Notice, that (i6j will be proved if we can show that it holds for {Cn) replaced by 
some constants {CL ) with C,, - CL. Such constants {CL} will be taken to be CA = m -’ 
L(m-“), L being a nonincreasing function slowly varying to 0. By Theorem 1 of 
[13], cn -CL. 
To be in a position to apply Feller’s result we have to fill the ‘gaps’ in the 
definition of norming constants {a,} which by (15) are defined only for the sub- 
sequence [C,,], and ‘lence for [CL]. Indeed, we have a[c;l= mn and we face the 
problem of defining ak for k # mn in such a way that the mentioned assumptions 
of Feller’s result are satisfied. We shall choose to define {a,} as 
n+l n 
a [c;l+k =m” ‘[cy,_l]T;“,,, k 
for 1s k G [Ck +l ] - [CL]. It is easy to see that (a, } satisfy Feller’s conditions with 
r = 1 and that aJn?a. Indeed, if we denote 
S = (mn+’ -m”)l(lG+~ I-PX> 
then for any integer s, (a + s)/(b + 6s) <:: a/b is satisfied if a/b > l/S. But it is easy 
to see that 
lim (m”+’ -m”)l([CL+, k-[CJ)=~ 
n+m 
and therefore the condition on {a,} is satisfied for n large enough. Since for any s 
with [C~]~s<[C~+r , ] P( W > m “) 2 I-;‘( W > a,), the proof is completed on using 
a srmple inequality. 
5. Regular infinite atson processes 
Let {Zn) be a Galton-Watson procc ss with m = 00 and suppose that the pro- 
cess is regular, i.e. that no norming constants {a,,} have the property 
P(lim, +oo 2,/a,& (0, 00)) > 0 (see [ll]). Schuh and Barbour [ 111 have shown that 
for any regular Galton-Watson process there e:.:ists a slowly varying function t’ 
and some norming constants {C,,} such ,!:hat lim,,, U(Z,,)/C,, = V a.s. where 
(O< V<Q = 1 -lim,,, 
The representation for V in such a case was given in [2, Theorem 11: 
V=0 max(V:“‘,. . ., V$d), n = 1,2,. . . (17) 
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where (Y = lim,,, C,,,fC,_, and {Vi”‘, j = 1,2,. . .} is, cond,itional on ZnY a sequence 
of independent and identically distributed random variables assuming the same 
distribution function as V. (17) and Theorem 1 yield the following. 
l.‘heoPc?mr 6, Suppose that (ZJ is a regular infinite mean Galton- Watson process 
such that for a slowly varying function U and some norming constants (Cn), 
lim n-Q, U(ZJC,) = V a.s. with P(0 c V c 00) = 1 - lim,,, P(Z,, = 0). Then 
(i) If c is a number such that F(c + S) - F(c) > 0 for all 8 > 0, then 
lim Q! -n max( V:“‘, . . . , Vfi$c”~ ) = c 
n+CO 
in probability. 
(ii) If c is a jump point of the distribution function of V, then 
lim P(i” max(V:“‘, . . _, V[~-Q~.~J=C)= 1, 
n-roe 
where lim,,, c,, = c. 
Remark- Theorem 6(i) is an improvement of Theorem 3 of [2] where a more 
restrictive condition was imposed for the validity of the result. Theurem 6(ii) is 
new and covers a case that was proven by an example to exist in [ 1 l]. 
Proof of Theorem 6. By Theorem 1 (i) and (17) we get 
lim Kn 
n-roe 
max( V:“‘, . . . , V’;l’ l[c,~~~) = r in probability (18) 
for some {c,} with lim,,, c,, = c. We shall show that {c,} can be replaced by c in (18). 
choose now E > 0. Since F(c + 6) -F(c) > 0 for all S ) 0 we can find an interval 
(c + S1, c + &) with 0 < S1 c & < E such that F(c + &) - F(c + 6,) > 0, in which case 
Theorem l(i) yields 
lim Kn 
n+cJD 
max( V:“‘, 1 . . , Vt:)-l~~;c~) = c’ in probability 
for some C’E (c +Sl, c +&) with lim,,, CL = c*‘. 
Since c c c’ we get that for n large enough c < CL and by (19) 
lim P(a-” max( Vy’, . . . , V(;f)lfcc,l) < c + E) 23 
n+aO 
2 lim P(C max( V:“‘, . a _ , V($L~;~,I) < c + E) = 1. 
n+X 
(19) 
(20) 
On the other hand, if for a certain S > 0, F(c-) - F(c - 8) = 0, then for S’ = mime, S) 
(wE(C-S’,C)~U(z~)E(C,,(C-~‘,I,c~C))=O 
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and a reasoning similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1 yields that there 
exists a sequence of constants {cu,) such that limn+a, (Y,, = c and 
1Em P(a-” max( VF’, . . . , V’;jLya,,~~j) Cc - E) = 0. 
n.*03 (21) 
(21) can be obtained in the case when F(c-)-F(c -8) >O for all S > C, as well. 
Indeed, in this case we can find 6; and 65 with 6; < 6; <E such that F(c - 6; ) - 
F(c - &)> O:, and Theorem l(i) applied to the interval (c -S$, c -S’, ) yields as in 
(19) that there exists ci in (c - Sh, c - 6; ) such that 
lim P(a-” max( V:“‘, . . . , V$E~;~,~) = ci) = 1 
n-+oO 
(22) 
with lim,,, a: = ci. (22) is easily seen to imply (21). Further the inequality 
P(cu --n max(V:“‘, . . . , V(~‘~~CCm~)<c-~)~ 
s P(a! -n max( Vy ‘, . . . , V’(j) lrtu,Cn] ) C c - E ) 
and (21) complete the proof of (i). 
Finally, (ii) follows directly from Theorem 1 and ( 17). 
Theorem 5 has a rather direct application to the evaluation oi the tail of the 
limiting distribution F of V. Indeed, it is easy to see that Theorem 5 implies that 
for any c satisfying either (i) or (ii) and any t‘ >O we can find a number c’ (which 
may depend on E) with C’GC such that 
lim F[ C'-l(C,c“' dn(C’+ E)) = 1. 
n-00 
C23 
It is not hard to deduce that any F possesses at least such a point c. If we take the 
logarithm on both sides of (23) and use the inequality 1 -x s e-” for x 3 0, we get 
that 
lim[U-‘(C,c’)]P(VZ&l(c’+E))=O. 
n+a 
(24) can be easily used to establish the existence of finite moments of V if U and 
{Cn) are known. For example, if U(X) = log x and Cn = an, a case well known in 
the literature, (24) implies that all the moments of V are fin’.~ 
eknowledg 
The author thanks Dr. H.-J. Schuh for many a stimulating discussion on the 
topics of this paper. 
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